THE NEW FEATHERLITE
ROYAL PUTTY

Royal Putty Featherlite - Lower
weight, more dynamic resistance.
We have developed a new quality, which
offer the lightest hand putty in the world.
Royal Putty Featherlite has only half of the
weight of the standard Royal Putty but
offers up to twice the dynamic resistance.
This makes Royal Putty Featherlite suitable
for patients with higher intensity and
strength. The putty reacts to the speed of
the intensity, low intensity provides low
resistance but as soon as you increase
the intensity the putty will respond with a
higher resistance. All resistance levels can

be mixed
for added
resistance.
Since the
putty is
so light in
weight we are
providing this
quality in volume,
equivalent to 85
gram and 2,25 kg in the
conventional Royal Putty. 65 cc (Equivalent
to 85 gram volume) and 1625 cc (Equivalent
to 2,25 kg volume).

ROYAL PUTTY FEATHERLITE
Resistance level
		
65 cc		
1625 cc		

X-Soft
White
2111
2121

Soft
Yellow
2112
2122

Soft plus
Lime
2113
2123

Medium
Green
2114
2124

Firm
Blue
2115
2125

Next page: Improved
formula for Royal Putty
▶

THE NEW IMPROVED
FORMULA FOR
ROYAL PUTTY

After surgery or a trauma it’s
important to get started with
activity as soon as possible.
Hand rehabilitation is a true precision work
that require precision tools. In order to
closer match the function we have improved
our formula of the Royal Putty to offer a
more accurate as well as lower resistance.

This will enable the putty to be used, even
by the weakest patients as well as children.
In order to easier separate the different
resistance levels we have also introduced
the white color coding for the XX-Soft
resistance level. All resistance levels can still
be mixed for added resistance. Available in
85 gram and 2,25 kg packages.

ROYAL PUTTY
Resistance level
XX-Soft
		White
85 gram		
1111
2,25 kg		
1121

X-Soft
Tan
1112
1122

Soft
Yellow
1113
1123

Medium
Red
1114
1124

Firm
Green
1115
1125

X-Firm
Blue
1116
1126
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